
Never 2 2%

Some of the Time 21 22%

Most of the Time 41 43%

All of the Time 31 33%

95 responses
View all responses  Publish analytics

Summary

1. The Superintendent provides parents, students, and the community with
information so that district work is clear, understandable, and helps students
grow toward their full potential

Comments:

I have no idea  Excellent communication Info is always given but sometimes it feels like it's

after the fact I couldn't even tell yu the Superintendednt's name...that's how transparent he is

at the elementary level. The only interaction I have is on school closing days when I get a call

or email from him.  We don't have much visibility into what the Superintendent does. The only

communication I have seen from him has to do with snow days.  Incoming Kindergarten

program switch to combined 1/2 and full day classes was not communicated in an appropriate

timeframe

2. The Superintendent consistently shows leadership of the District in
accessibility, actions, and words

Edit this formamasterson@nrsd.net



Never 1 1%

Some of the Time 16 17%

Most of the Time 41 43%

All of the Time 37 39%

Never 1 1%

Some of the Time 14 15%

Most of the Time 45 47%

All of the Time 35 37%

Comments:

Poor weather conditions don't consistently lead to a snow day, can be confusing when just

looking at weather conditions.  See above comment I don't know

3. The Superintendent manages the district's finances, operations, staff
selections, and facilities in a way that is economically and finacially prudent.

Comments:

I have no idea  Again, I don't know To the best of my knowledge... Sometimes the

reasoning for financial choices are unclear. Eg: the amt of food waste should merit a review of

the school lunch program  It does seem that financial prudence comes before needs of the

students and teachers.  I am not sure why the kindergarten program is being modified though



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 2 2%

I agree 21 22%

I agree strongly 72 76%

N/A 0 0%

and why that was not voted on by the parents of the students before passing an all full day only

program.  I think Stow hires excellent teachers.

4. In my opinion The Center School administration
(Principal and Assistant Principal):

Are approachable

Comments:

She is so friendly!  Both are amazing and welcoming He does not want to deal with parents

- rather only with the staff  The Assistant Principal is but the Principal is not.  They are

always welcoming and willing to provide time for parents.  They are fantastic where both the

kids and parents feel they can approach them. Love them both!!!  Always warm &

responsive  They have always been willing to meet me to address my concerns. Visible in

hallway, respond to emails, know the family names! Of parents walking in building

Set a positive tone



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 1 1%

I agree 24 25%

I agree strongly 70 74%

N/A 0 0%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 2 2%

I agree 32 34%

I agree strongly 41 43%

N/A 20 21%

Comments:

Always comes to say hello!  Love the start of the day, all staff/ admin are in hallway to greet

students with a positive upbeat tone! Love the music at beginning if day- celebrations  The

Assistant Principal does but the Principal does not.

Are open to my suggestions

Comments:

The Assistant Principal is but the Principal is not.  Sometimes I feel like I have to really push

for follow through. They are great at listening, but it doesn't always transfer into action.



I disagree strongly 2 2%

I disagree 2 2%

I agree 25 27%

I agree strongly 50 53%

N/A 15 16%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 39 41%

I agree strongly 55 58%

N/A 1 1%

Are responsive to my concerns

Comments:

Principal has been eager to listen to my concerns but I have not seen clear response or change

in response.  Mr. Lacoste has always been quick to respond whenever I've needed to contact

him.  The Assistant Principal is but the Principal is not.  Many times it feels patronizing.

Effectively communicate the school's mission and vision statement

Comments:



I disagree strongly 1 1%

I disagree 3 3%

I agree 36 38%

I agree strongly 55 58%

N/A 0 0%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 3 3%

It is great to witness Mr Lacoste address the kids during assemn  The Assistant Principal

does but the Principal does not.

Provide important and relevant information to parents regarding school
related issues

Comments:

Communication is good, but a l ittle slow and sometimes the important things can get lost in the

larger announcements.  Use of email, phone newsletter- great reminders and helpful for

changes  I wish the school gave weekly updates as they do at the high school.  Kindergarten

program switch was not communicated until after a decision had been made. Sometimes info

feels like it comes a bit late after other info is already circulating around aprreciate updates

and emails  The Assistant Principal does but the Principal does not.

Provide a safe and nurturing place for my child to learn



I agree 28 30%

I agree strongly 62 67%

N/A 0 0%

I disagree strongly 2 2%

I disagree 17 18%

I agree 39 41%

I agree strongly 35 37%

N/A 2 2%

Comments:

He protects the staff to the detriment of the children They do what they can, but cannot

always monitor classrooms as closely as I'd like.  In general, yes. But also feel that kids

should go outside for recess more often than inside. Over concern is not nurturing or safe.

There are staff members who do not provide a safe and nurturing environment for all kids -

especially kids who are not the typical child. The administration and staff at Center School

are truly, some of the best!!

5. I feel that parent-teacher conferences are valuable and I am satisfied with
the format

Comments:

Short, would be great to have more information in written form so we can get to the main points

in a time efficient manner  They are a little short- also the times are not all that convenient

(why do we miss two half days for them? The parent teacher conferences are a waste of time.

10 minutes is not worth the time.  They are too short you can't possible address all of your

concerns in a 20 m inute time block  The conferences are way too short. 10 mins is

insufficient. 20 mins would be ideal.  Since my child is new to the system I am not sure of how



Learning 89 27%

Actions 82 25%

Community 75 23%

it could differ other than finding out how they place on the scale of the whole class.  Too

rushed  Overall ok - but should give a buffer between meetings. - i f anything get off schedule it

causes everything to get out of whack  The conferences are too short.  Conf. Time too short

w teacher  I think the meeting with the main classroom teacher should be 30 minutes for those

parents that want it.  As a parent of a student in the fifth grade, I feel the 10 minute format is

not effective to be able to discuss your child's academics. These conferences are even more

crucial because they are about to change schools and I feel by using this format, it is already

like they are in middle school. The conference should still be 20 minutes with the teacher they

spend most of the time with. It is frustrated as a parent to go into a conference and hear nothing

specific about how you child is doing and as soon as you sit down you are practically being

ushered out the door.  I wish I had more time with my 5th grader's teachers. There are 2

teachers and we get half the time that I get with my 1st grader's teacher. I prefer having them

after report cards.  5 min travel t ime between appointments would be valuable. More time

with each teacher would be helpful  There really is no time - and no t ime to get from one side

of the building to the other. Why not give parents and teachers more ability to schedule times

that will meet the needs? Not all conversations can happen in 15 minutes - but even so, need to

give 5 minutes between meetings. It would be great if the 5th grade P-T conferences were a

little bit longer than 10 minutes when meeting with two teachers at the same time.  Wish they

were maybe 5 minutes longer  Need more time.  ten min to meet with two fifth grade

teachers together seems fairly useless.  The 10 minute conference with 2 teachers (5th grade)

is essentially useless. This is too little time for meaningful discussion. It is a waste of t ime for

both teacher and parent.  Not enough time  The format of what each teacher presents seems

to be vastly different. Some teachers present the child's work, test scores, standardized testing

results, etc. where as other teachers do not. It think The ten minute conferences don't work

well. It was like a bomb was dropped then we were told times up. I can see how it would work

with a student that is doing well but the slightest wrench and it's out the window.

6. The Center School encourages my child to develop a sense of responsibility
in the following areas:



Self 82 25%

Is less than appropriate 6 6%

Is appropriate 72 77%

Is more than appropriate 10 11%

Is excessive 5 5%

Comments:

Some teachers more than others. Not enough support for high-ability learners, so it's hard for

him to develop those habits of mind.  I do think they should be taught more about nice play

nice behavior how to not bully what is teasing...common sense that can only be taught at

school when it's school related issues.  has been amazing in all these areas

with !!  We are not teaching out kids to be responsible for their actions or to solve their

own issues. I don't know  I think we could have stronger ties to the community.  Learning

seems to be widely dependent on the quality of the teachers

7. Based upon the student handbook guidelines (roughly 10 minutes times
grade level), the amount of time that my child spends completing homework for
his or her grade level

Comments:

My 3rd grader receives 2-3x more homework than my 5th grader. Why??  For major projects,

having them be done mostly at home is pretty t ime-consuming for parents and it seems like

those are skills that should be getting taught in school!  As much as I see the value in

homework, between the nightly reading, math facts, spelling and then daily homework, it seems

a bit much for 2nd grade??  Too much parent involvement  I feel the homework often exceeds

the time listed in the handbook and am uncertain how beneficial it is to my children's academic

success.  It would be nice if my second grader gets more than one sheet of homework, both in

English and maths everyday.  first graders and 30 minutes of homework don't mix  Although

my children complete their assignments faster, I am not asking for more work. They need all the

free time they can get in their scheduled lives.  I would like to see more book reports that can



I strongly disagree 4 4%

I disagree 5 5%

I agree 48 51%

I strongly agree 33 35%

N/A 5 5%

be done over the weekend.  At times some subjects take longer if the topic is harder for my

daughter ( math) some assignments have taken 1 hr due to frustration of subject

The drop-off and pick-up procedures (before, during, and after school) at The
Center School are safe and efficient

Comments:

Although many times, I see cars driving out of the line as soon as they drop off or pick up their

child. I feel this unsafe when children are still getting out of or getting into their cars. Reminders

should be sent out about t his issue. Very confusing. Would you like us to walk to the door or

stay in our car? Coming from the west it's impossible to get a car in line from 117.  I have seen

small children running around unsafely as their parents chat. I wish All parents waited in the car

for pick up. The pick up procedure was much safer at the old Pompo.  Think could use a bet ter

approach on when to stop cars dropping off versus letting people walk across the drop off lane.

people keep walking when the cars need to keep moving. Someone should stop people when

the cars are to move up. Always - no exceptions.  there needs to be more parking spaces so

that parents do not block passage  nice job on setting this up, wait t ime is minimal. very

efficient.  Parents do not follow the rules and procedures and it is very frustrating  The main

parking lot is too busy at pick up and drop off. There are parents who park in the handicapped

spaces without proper handicapped identification. Parents drop off before the allocated drop off

area. The winter snow plowing was atrocious and blocked many parking spaces making what is

already a tight area even more tightly packed and more unsafe. The cars consistently back up

onto rt. 117. The flashing lights on rt. 117 do not consistently work at the correct t imes and cArs

speed through the school zone. 10 minutes is a very short amount of t ime for morning drop off

considering the number of cars trying to get through the line in the morning. Not only do you

need to be in line, but then the children. Must walk to their classes and be on time. We need



Preschool 4 4%

Kindergarten 19 20%

Grade 1 18 19%

Grade 2 16 17%

Grade 3 10 11%

Grade 4 11 12%

Grade 5 15 16%

I disagree strongly 1 1%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 26 28%

more parking space.

8. Homeroom Teacher

Child One

My Child's Teacher:

Is responsive to my concerns:



I agree strongly 67 71%

N/A 0 0%

I disagree strongly 1 1%

I disagree 7 7%

I agree 29 31%

I agree strongly 58 61%

N/A 0 0%

Comments:

Always available with helpful & thoughtful insight.   My only issue hear is that

when you express your child's dislike of school and the teacher's response at the conference is

maybe that's just who your child is sets the tone that there are no possible solutions to helping

them enjoy school more.

Informs me of my child's academic strengths and continuing challenges

Comments:

 is great with the kids but I struggle with her lack of organization and cohesive

thoughts. Only when I ask.  the only communication i have had is at Parent /Teacher

conference Usually just challenges and not strengths   Would like to receive

email updates letting me know if there are any academic concerns, or i f my child is on par. It's

nice to be informed not just at conferences though she replies to any email I sent.

Informs me of my child's social and emotional strengths and continuing
challenges



I disagree strongly 1 1%

I disagree 4 4%

I agree 36 38%

I agree strongly 51 54%

N/A 2 2%

I disagree strongly 1 1%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 30 32%

I agree strongly 63 67%

N/A 0 0%

Comments:

Feel like I have to pry for the social feedback.  I do not know until I ask. Good thing I have

asked before.  same as above Only if I ask in person.  

Provides a nurturing environment in which to learn

Comments:

Although my daughter sometimes misinterprets her structure as hostility. 



I disagree strongly 1 1%

I disagree 6 6%

I agree 46 49%

I agree strongly 41 44%

N/A 0 0%

Yes 37 39%

No 58 61%

Informs me of the activities happening in the classroom/grade level/school

Comments:

The teacher holds students responsible to communicate more often than not. I don't feel

communication is as open between biannual conferences  newsletters every two weeks are

nice. A place to see class pictures would be fun.  

I have another child enrolled at The Center School

Homeroom Teacher

Child Two



Preschool 1 3%

Kindergarten 2 6%

Grade 1 8 23%

Grade 2 4 11%

Grade 3 7 20%

Grade 4 6 17%

Grade 5 7 20%

I disagree strongly 1 3%

I disagree 3 8%

I agree 7 19%

I agree strongly 25 69%

N/A 0 0%

My Child's Teacher

Is responsive to my concerns:

Comments:

One teacher does, the other is harder to get a response from.  Still doesn't know my child's

name  has excellent communication and it is much appreciated.   Tried to

contact the 5th grade teacher for months before she replied, and her reply was rude and aloof.

She is excellent at following up with phone calls or emails as needed to address concerns.

 is fantastic! She works hard to meet the children at their personal ability and

customizes as necessary. The teacher still calls my child by the wrong name! It's April! She

was told in September my child's name. At least we don't get notes home addressed to the

other child anymore.

Informs me of my child's academic strengths and continuing challenges



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 5 14%

I agree 11 31%

I agree strongly 20 56%

N/A 0 0%

I disagree strongly 1 3%

I disagree 4 11%

I agree 11 31%

I agree strongly 20 56%

Comments:

I think - assuming the teacher is talking about my child. We sometimes get notes addresses to

a different child in class (it's always the same child - so that's good news)  I feel all I have to

go on is the report card and what I see at home with homework. Very little information is given

about strengths and challenges.   - to a degree. Usually don't hear much good - only

when there is mis-behaving.  Our communication is very open, honest and positive even

through challenging child situations. Has a negative demeanor and presents me with very

insignificant informTion rather than applicable info about education. Eg. Bathroom habits,

stamina  Same as previous response

Informs me of my child's social and emotional strengths and continuing
challenges



N/A 0 0%

I disagree strongly 1 3%

I disagree 1 3%

I agree 9 25%

I agree strongly 25 69%

N/A 0 0%

Comments:

She doesn't communicate with me at all about my son's education.  While she does inform

me, she is very defensive like I will blame her for my child's challenges  As with academics I

feel there is little communication.   takes special notice of the emotional well being

of my child.  - to a degree. Usually don't hear much good - only when there is mis-

behaving

Provides a nurturing environment in which to learn

Comments:

Teacher is nurturing and uses several approaches to handle behaviors - would be helpful at t ime

for support teacher to be available to help out so lead teacher doesn't need to be directing those

children that need more attention on regular basis - so those that are focusing don't need to hear

often the redirection of other children She parodies a great environment for the kids. She

called my son a twit, a jerk and told him he was going to amount to nothing in front of his entire

class. 

Informs me of the activities happening in the classroom/grade level/school



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 2 6%

I agree 14 39%

I agree strongly 20 56%

N/A 0 0%

Yes 8 22%

No 29 78%

Comments:

I feel there is very little communication with parent and student and any communication is not

thorough enough to help my child with what they need to complete for school.  Does not

update her website or send home info via email.  The weekly e-newsletter is awesome  Class

Newsletter or blurbs on website would be nice addition...however, have a rough sense of what

they are doing through homework.  - only recently has sent emails about

happenings. Could increase her comms - in the age of email - it's easy

I have another child enrolled at The Center School

Homeroom Teacher

Child Three



Preschool 0 0%

Kindergarten 0 0%

Grade 1 0 0%

Grade 2 1 14%

Grade 3 1 14%

Grade 4 4 57%

Grade 5 1 14%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 1 13%

I agree strongly 7 88%

N/A 0 0%

My Child's Teacher:

Is responsive to my concerns:

Comments:

is fantastic. She works with us to address any questions or focus areas

Informs me of my child's academic strengths and continuing challenges



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 1 13%

I agree strongly 7 88%

N/A 0 0%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 1 13%

I agree strongly 7 88%

N/A 0 0%

Comments:

This has been very helpful

Informs me of my child's social and emotional strengths and continuing
challenges

Comments:

Provides a nurturing environment in which to learn



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 1 13%

I agree strongly 7 88%

N/A 0 0%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 1 13%

I agree strongly 7 88%

N/A 0 0%

Yes 2 25%

No 6 75%

Comments:

I wish I could agree even stronger than strongly  I wish I were in  class. My child

raves on how she makes learning fun and has fun herself doing so

Informs me of the activities happening in the classroom/grade level/school

I have another child enrolled at The Center School

Homeroom Teacher



Preschool 0 0%

Kindergarten 0 0%

Grade 1 0 0%

Grade 2 0 0%

Grade 3 1 100%

Grade 4 0 0%

Grade 5 0 0%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 1 50%

I agree strongly 1 50%

N/A 0 0%

Child Four

My Child's Teacher:

Is responsive to my concerns:

Comments:



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 1 50%

I agree strongly 1 50%

N/A 0 0%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 1 50%

I agree strongly 1 50%

N/A 0 0%

Informs me of my child's academic strengths and continuing challenges

Comments:

Informs me of my child's social and emotional strengths and continuing
challenges

Comments:

Provides a nurturing environment in which to learn



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 1 50%

I agree strongly 1 50%

N/A 0 0%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 1 50%

I agree strongly 1 50%

N/A 0 0%

Comments:

Informs me of the activties happening in the classroom/grade level/school

Comments:

9. My child visits the nurse in the health office:



Rarely 45 48%

Occasionally 40 43%

Often 5 5%

Daily 3 3%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 19 20%

I agree strongly 73 78%

N/A 2 2%

10. The nurse:

Is approachable

Comments:

We love The best!! So helpful and kind! We LOVE the nurse 

Provides a comforting, nurturing environment in the health office



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 19 20%

I agree strongly 70 74%

N/A 6 6%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 21 22%

I agree strongly 67 71%

N/A 7 7%

Comments:

 is very professional, knowledgeable, warm, caring, and friendly.  We

area so lucky to have She is absolutely fabulous at her job.

Is available to address my concerns and answer questions regarding my
child's health

Comments:

Provides education/information on relevant health topics to me, my child, the



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 2 2%

I agree 32 34%

I agree strongly 55 58%

N/A 6 6%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 1 1%

I agree 28 29%

I agree strongly 61 64%

N/A 5 5%

school community

Comments:

I don't agree with some of the outdated nutrition information

Communicates effectively (email, notes, phone, newsletter)

Comments:

has been a great asset in helping us navigate our daughter's allergies



I disagree strongly 4 4%

I disagree 11 12%

I agree 55 58%

I agree strongly 21 22%

N/A 4 4%

11. The related arts are appropriately challenging for my
child's ability:

Health (K-5)

Comments:

None of my children have a positive attitude toward the health class. They are not challenged or

I captivated by the methods in which topics presented. All have mentioned that there are posters

I the class of a skinny child made of fruits/vegetables and a chubby child made of junk food.and

they find this insensitive and unkind it children with weight issues.  My kids complain about

health that the class is their least favorite. Maybe the material could be presented in a more

engaging way  Need to spice it up, cited by my child as the most boring special  There is

little that my child has learned in health class that isn't taught at home. The time could be better

spent on ac ademics.  Could be more challenging.  I just don't think health class is

necessary at this age  Not sure there is enough content for a full year program every year

too easy!  We need better topics, not same from year to year. Better and clearer directions

and purpose for each lesson.  My child complain that is unkind to her  There

should be a better way to combine real science learning when talking about germs, like

microscope slide of real germs and viruses instead of telling them to just wash hands. My child

enjoys school except for Health.

Physical Education (K-5)



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 2 2%

I agree 59 62%

I agree strongly 31 33%

N/A 3 3%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 4 4%

I agree 60 64%

I agree strongly 26 28%

N/A 4 4%

Comments:

I think that physical education has become to vanilla. My kids are constantly telling me that it's

boring and they don't do a lot of fun activities. My guess it's due to the litigious society.  PE is

no longer fun for the kids. It is too structured and my child no longer looks forward to PE days.

There seems to be a big discrepancy between the tone of gym class with 

 My children especially enjoy the fun, peppy nature of 

General Music (K-5)

Comments:



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 3 3%

I agree 16 17%

I agree strongly 15 16%

N/A 59 63%

the students have recorders from 3rd grade. Why can't they grow into using this each year?

would be nice to have options for more sophistication here

Band (4-5)

Comments:

Great program however there were far too many 4th graders trying to learn flute this year for the

teacher and my child ended up falling behind and dropping out as a result.  We are very sad

 will be leaving Center School. She is a wonderful band teacher.  We are

very sad to hear  than is leaving. She brought a lot to the music program.  There is not

much challenge for my percussion student because he is only playing snare drum as opposed

to full drum set  The band teacher is great at communicating info. to parents.  Wish there

was a way to elect band or chorus. Not sure we need 3 forms of music each 6 day cycle. Giving

up recess seems extreme.

Art (K-5)



I disagree strongly 1 1%

I disagree 4 4%

I agree 54 57%

I agree strongly 32 34%

N/A 3 3%

I disagree strongly 1 1%

I disagree 6 6%

I agree 53 56%

I agree strongly 30 32%

N/A 4 4%

Comments:

My daughter has expressed that with the new teacher, they don't get to finish projects because

she is repeating the directions too often.  Can be distracting with some behaviors interfering

with concentration- some new strategies may be OUs son seems to struggle in Art - as he

has sensroy issues - needs alternative outlet in class  too much where all kids are doing

identical work

Library (K-5)

Comments:

My kids have made several comments about the teacher. They say she is not approachable

and sometimes very mean to students. Not specifically to them, but to others.  I think there

could be improvements here. I believe it has been in flux- and my child has had "okay"

experiences  My child is fearful of library this year. It is too structured. It should encourage a

love of reading but instead the students do more "projects" to meet testing requirements. My

kids don't care much for the new librarian, saying she's quite gruff.  Having a child in the

younger grades, I feel the current librarian's expectations for their independence is unrealistic.

She is very harsh with the students and my child never wants to go to school on library days



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 21 24%

I agree strongly 20 23%

N/A 46 53%

I disagree strongly 1 1%

and is afraid to even approach the librarian with any questions for fear of being yelled at.  

has done a nice job of waving her curriculum with the grade level curriculum. My child

complains that the libririan is often found yelling at children and not kind.

Tech Education (grade 5 only)

Comments:

The topics have been great for the students.   is a wonderful teacher. His

class is very fun and interesting. My child has learned a lot from him.  My child has loved

going to Tech Ed and has been phenomenal! Great projects and great learning. My

child can explain how motors work and enjoys the class. Please make sure he stays! This

has been a fabulous class for my child. They all seem to enjoy this class - should have more

of it in this day and age.

Computers (K-5)



I disagree 1 1%

I agree 58 62%

I agree strongly 31 33%

N/A 3 3%

I disagree strongly 1 1%

I disagree 5 5%

I agree 55 59%

I agree strongly 24 26%

N/A 9 10%

Comments:

Seems like we have many great programs such as raz kids and tenmarks  teach kids to

code, not just how to use apps. They can figure out apps pretty easily.  They all seem to

enjoy this class - should have more of it in this day and age.  I would love to see the kids

learning object oriented. programming  Would like to see more programming like scratch for

those students who are interested and ready.

12. The related arts teachers provide my child with a
nurturing environment in which to learn:

Health (K-5)

Comments:

My child has on occasion, complained that girls get away with things that boys get in trouble.

Some of the ideas about diet are a bit outdated though.  I don't know.  While there are more



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 1 1%

I agree 57 61%

I agree strongly 29 31%

N/A 7 7%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 1 1%

I agree 56 61%

I agree strongly 27 29%

N/A 8 9%

boys in this grade, there should not be favortism towards girls.  My 2nd and 4th grader do not

feeling the health teacher is engaging.  In the context of providing general feedback, my child

finds health to be the least interesting. Not because of content but in how it is presented or

"taught."  My child complains that mrs french is unkind and makes her uncomfortable.

Physical Education (K-5)

Comments:

General Music (K-5)



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 18 20%

I agree strongly 17 19%

N/A 53 60%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 3 3%

I agree 53 57%

I agree strongly 30 32%

N/A 7 8%

Comments:

Band (4-5)

Comments:

is excellent at getting the students to behave responsively so that everyone learns

and has fun.

Art (K-5)

Comments:



I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 8 9%

I agree 52 56%

I agree strongly 26 28%

N/A 7 8%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 21 23%

our child has sensory issues - would like to see alternative class programs in events of sensory

concern  Teacher nurturing- great curriculum- some behaviors harder to redirect

Library (K-5)

Comments:

Although I have been told that she yells too much.  seems to be aware that she is

a yeller and while she does not mean harm, she is intimidating my child.  would be nice to

help a s trong reader find a wider variety of interesting books  program has been a bi t in flux

and this is one area where my child does not have the best experiences. my child complains

librarian often is yelling and unkind to the kids

Tech Education (grade 5 only)



I agree strongly 16 18%

N/A 54 59%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 54 58%

I agree strongly 31 33%

N/A 8 9%

Comments:

has brought back the excitement for Technology and hands on science.

Computers (K-5)

Comments:

I would love if my kids learned object oriented programing  has been especially

accommodating for my child.

13. My child visits with the interventionist (guidance counselor)



Never 74 79%

Rarely 7 7%

Occasionally 6 6%

Often 6 6%

Daily 1 1%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

I agree 13 14%

I agree strongly 9 10%

N/A 70 76%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 0 0%

14. The interventionists (guidance counselors):

Are approachable

Comments:

Provide a comforting and nurturing environment



I agree 13 14%

I agree strongly 7 8%

N/A 71 78%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 1 1%

I agree 10 11%

I agree strongly 6 7%

N/A 74 81%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 1 1%

Comments:

Promptly and appropriately informs me when my child has experienced
difficulty in school

Comments:

I don't have too much communication with the interventionalist

Are available to address my concerns and answer questions regarding my
child



I agree 9 10%

I agree strongly 8 9%

N/A 70 80%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 4 4%

I agree 7 8%

I agree strongly 8 9%

N/A 70 79%

I disagree strongly 0 0%

I disagree 1 1%

I agree 9 10%

Comments:

Sometimes the MWF schedule can be tricky to work around.

Provide education/information on relevant topics to me, my child, the school
community

Comments:

Communicate effectively (email, notes, phone, newsletter)



I agree strongly 7 8%

N/A 72 81%

Comments:

I don't have open communication or progress reports here  I would like monthly updates on

what the weekly group is addressing. I feel like unless I approach her, I ave no idea what they

are focusing on and if my child is/is not making progress.  When she communicates it is

effective, not always prompt

Strength

Communication  teachers  the administration hit it's stride this year seriously looking

forward to a few more years of NO turnover   Parents who want best education

for their children  - 5th grade teacher (Wonderful teacher; please see

Question #16 for my comments on him.)  email communication   Great

sense of community  The teachers and staff  Provides a positive, safe environment.

Friendly warm welcoming  Builds a sense of community  Have had issues with my daughter,

and I think that they've all been great at being approachable and informative and keeping me up

to date on what's going on.  Leadership of administrators  The staff is very warm and

nurturing  Staff and administration are top notch  Curriculum and staff are first rate

Administration is very open and communicative. I felt very welcome as a new parent when my

daughter started Kindergarten this year.  Learning Teacher talent  Leadership and

teamwork  caring - W e feel the care in each Center School admin/teacher  Dedicated staff

Highly appreciate the Center School teachers for showing small video clips about the festivals

celebrated by diifferent cultures all over the world. Really like this. willing to consider high

ability as potentially relevant  Carding  Positive environment  sense of community  Great

atmosphere for learning  Teachers and Admin provide caring environment for kids.

Assistant/Vice Principal always visible and approachable  Friendly  Good sense of

community  The staff is great! Approachable, willing to work with parents.  Lots of

community spirit  Fosters a great sense of community  communication between school and

parents  Sense of community  Teachers  Encouragement of parent volunteers  Strong

sense of community  Community  community  parent involvement  Band  New facility is

beautiful  Nice classrooms  Good community  taking care of students' general needs

Strength



Staff works hard to ensure best placement for kids. Nurtouring environ  Various programs to

inspire the kids  talented administrators  available - and approachable - we feel a team

approach to our childs education  Some of the teachers are wonderful, energetic, excited

about teaching and children learning  Nurturing environment  Very good teachers that want to

do right by kids and parents  Up to date technology  Beautiful state of the art facility

Approachability of staff and administration   is excellent  Reinforces the idea of

being a bucket filler  The newsletters effectively communicate what is happening at the

school.  Respectful students  The school building and grounds are excellent and really

contribute to a positive learning environment. great teachers  Activities

Warm  Great Teachers Facilities are much appreciated  Follow up  Strong, positive

teaching and support staff  Always thriving to be better   Good teachers

Teacher Strong and dedicated teachers and administration  parent support  Sense of

community  The Center School Administration (Principal Kevin LaCoste and Assistant

Principal Karen Donato).  School is always clean  Communication is well received by

teachers and front office  Focus on emotional development  Tech ed  Small-ish class

sizes  able to recognize discipline issues in developmental context instead of getting all

"bigger hammer" on us  community  The 1st and 2nd grade teams continue to show their

cohesiveness and adaptability to all students and situations. Will miss them when we grow out

of them  Leadership

Strength

The communication from my daughter's teachers is very good. It's the perfect amount of

information to feel connected to what is happening in the classroom. strong sense of

community  Zero bully tolerance Encouraging Teachers who want their students to do

well, even if they don't know how best to or do not get support.  warm manner with kids

Positive,fun atmosphere of administrators  teachers who care about students  The Center

School building and outside playground areas.  Safety  passion - we feel the passion for

excellence - that should be the goal of every admin teacher student and parent  Great

teachers  Teachers care Use of technology to assist with learning experience  

 Ambition  Hands on - applicable ways to teach standards- not all paper sit at desk

tasks  Love the extra curricular activities offered to kids  A culture that strives for continued

improvements  Overall staff - although some weeding still needs to occur - the principal knows

who they are  Great new facility  The staff is friendly and courteous.  Good environment

Awesome SPTO committee and activities  Emphasis on writing  Would like some healthier

lunch options-get rid of junk entirely  Focuses on positive/strengths of the students  Many

great teachers and staff  Great nursing staff  Staff and Admin are very approachable and

receptive to input. Organized atmosphere  The computer lab and lady - real assest and I can

see the growth at home when my kids use the computer for fun even.  communication  Being

responsive to areas where a child may need extra help



Needs Improvement

I don't complain about anything because I don't expect anything will be done.  Needs to add a

language as early as kindergarten Finding more time for recess. Kids in 4th grade should not

feel stressed. extracurricular (extended learning has improved but has a long way to go)

parent teach conference time duration  Teaching at young age what is teasing and bullying

and being mean or excluding  Parent teacher conference length  Additional enrichment

opportunities in Stow Recess needs more options  Politics  Communication in a t imely

manner  Schedule - t he 2 half days then a day off prior to school vacation is difficult to tolerate

for working parents. This practice should be revisited and other options thought through. Great

for teachers and students, tough for the parents.  I wish gym or some sort of physical activity

above and beyond recess was required each day. We participated in the BOKs program and

that was exceptional.  Explanation of how and when younger students (pre-MCAS) are being

assessed  Math curriculum needs to go back to doing more basics early on, such as math

fact drills. Uniformity in each grade as to what they are learning, or track the students so that

each are learning what they need.  Time alloted to get from door to classroom  newspaper

exposure  Enrichment - my children are still not working to their potential in math  There

HAS to be a better disciplinary action than taking recess away from boys who are misbehaving

because they need to get their energy out. Make them run laps for goodness sake. Like

puppies.  additional programs for average to more intelligent students  The bathrooms are

often dirty or not working correctly (according to my child)  The Principal  Less projects that

fill time but aren't teaching - ie book reports  need more reliable, predictable, across the

curriculum, interventions for high-ability learners  Psychologist availability  explanation of

teaching methods (ex. Common core)  Drop off/pick up efficiency  Use more innovative ways

to instruct the students.  extended day program  Drop off policy  I miss dare

Communication over kindergarten changes  Some teachers  lack of sources for special

individuals(IEP)  My sons grade teacher   grade teacher (please see

Question #16 for my comments on her.)  is terrible  Better math curriculum

Occasional bathroom monitor - some of the teachers are less sensitive to students needs.

My son has really struggled with one of his teachers, he finds her emotionally hurtful and it is

very difficult to address this. She's hurtful toward many in the classroom, not just my son.

Timely communication  Open communication between administration and parents  More

helpful w parents

Needs Improvement

Communication  Red tape  School lunch need better communication around what is being

done for high-ability learners  Better writing curriculum and support for teachers  There are a

lot of newsletters with significant overlapping information  Incorporating technology into

education  More writing practice in general and answering specific and general questions

Brainstorm alternative behavior management techniques that don't require teachers always

needing to address issues in front of class  Reading experience in upper grades - students



should be enjoying and sharing many books across various genres. Popcorn reading in 5th

grade is unacceptable on a da ily basis. I think Center is not taking advantage of all the great

historical fiction novels that are available to augment the curriculum and make it more meningful

to the kids. preplanning for major changes - l ike additions of teachers or leave  The

Principal  Recess time does not offer kids an afternoon break  Better reading curriculum

Vetting new employees & listening to peer feedback on candidates.  Get rid of staff that is not

trained - "moms" that don't belong in the school  general calendar (time off in April for

example- it's TOO much!)  Pick up is still very confusing. Please come one rainy day at 2:55

traveling east on 117 and try to get your car in line and/or then park your car to pick up your kid

at the door and then turn left onto 117 after trying to merge with all the other cars exiting (and

avoiding the kids who also got picked up at the door running across the cross walk and in the

parking lot) Very stressful.  Enrichment for higher level students  Better uniform writing

program.  Find a way to balance music offerings. General music, chorus and band seem

excessive if one (band) has to be done on students own time. Or balance out with heath which

seems a bit repetive with phys ed. Would like to see involvement from more parents in the

SPTO  Lunch choices (for example, Lucky Charms should not be an option)  website

community - ultimately parents and students shape the strenghts of a school -

Needs Improvement

parking  Better math teaching and support for teachers to help those that need enrichment

and those who need extra help.  Enrichment programs. Better test prep for MCAS - not

teaching for the test - but teaching kids how to take the test and give them practice to be

successful in taking a s tandardized test. More challenging programs for kids who need the

challenge without being extra like Sunshine Math. Love the program but sad that it is the only

"extra" and again, done on students own time. Better writing/spelling curriculum  The

Principal  Plus groups - I feel way too much emphasis was put on using plus groups for MCAS

training rather than on helping our students do more in-depth learning explorations in an

enjoyable way. Help for students on edge of needing help  Stop calling every phone for snow

days I understand that conferences for 5th graders are shorter because we will have shorter

conferences with the teachers at Hale - but you do understand that that is by each subject?

Giving us at least 20 minutes with the teachers at Hale.  Budget

16. If you have any questions or comments that were not addressed in this
survey, please feel free to include them here:

The methods used to teach students today are different from when we grow up. I'm specifically

referring to how the mathematics concepts are presented under the common core. I'm a believer

in the common core concepts, but not knowing how the information is taught in the class

(methods used) makes it difficult to help my children with their homework at home. I think the

staff needs to spend time teaching the parents how to help their children. It is frustrating for both

parent and child when the parent tries to teach their child a different way of doing something



than the way it is being taught in the classroom. The child gets confused and the parent gets

frustrated. If anything, I'd love to see a 'Parent's Homework Workshop" offered to those of us

who want to help their kids with their homework without frustrating and confusing them.  We

could not be happier with the Stow schools! Thank you!  Thank you for all of your hard work

Our child has as his main 5th grade teacher. We have found 

to be a wonderful teacher. He is very professional, organized, and cares deeply about his

students, both academically and emotionally. He also works very well with the parents and is

very helpful. He responds to e-mails from parents in a very short amount of time. He also has a

very quick turnaround time to grade all homework, tests, and projects from his students. He

updates his online homework assignment agenda daily, which helps parents keep track of

homework/tests for their child. All the kids and parents LOVE Mr. Topalian! On another note, our

child has  as his 5th grade Science and Reading teacher. We have found 

 to be one of the worst teachers at The Center School. She is very unprofessional, highly

disorganized, and doesn’t seem to care much about her students, both academically and

emotionally. If you e-mail her, she either never gets back to you or if she does, she does so in a

very snippy manner. She never thinks she is wrong and always has an argumentative attitude.

She has claimed that her mother being ill and her not feeling well is contributing to her issues. I

think she should take personal time off or t ake a leave of absence if this is going to affect her

teaching in the classroom. She should not take anything out on our children. She can be very

mean and condescending to her students. Please note, our child is a high ability student, is

very well behaved, and has never given any teachers a problem.  academic teaching

style leaves a lot to be desired. Due to her complete disorganization, she does NOT update her

online homework assignment agenda daily (if she did update daily, this would help parents

oversee their child with homework/test organization). She needs to provide a lot more structure

when teaching the science material to the class, not just having different “stations” where the

kids take notes on their own in their science journal from random science books in her

classroom. My child’s science journal was close to being a useless tool to help my child study

for the Astronomy test (March 2014). After speaking with several other parents, it was

determined that NO study review guide was given to the students prior to the Astronomy test.

My child had NO idea what to study for the Astronomy test. Even at the middle school, they

give the students a study review guide AND a review session prior to all tests. We (the parents)

also found out about this Astronomy test only one day prior. In addition, the 5th grade Science

Review Fair Project should be allotted more time to be completed, rather than just 6 days (only

one weekend). Even though she is giving class time to work on the project, this is a labor

intensive project that should be given at least two weekends to complete and to do a good job. I

am hoping you can address these ongoing issues with  Thank you.  Over all

we are very happy!  Overall, pleased with efforts and understand the challenges and

limitations. I feel there is such an emphasis on as sessing students and teaching to the test

that it leaves little room to try and prevent the curriculum in a more fun and exciting way. The

amount of worksheets that come home is ridiculous. To watch your children dread getting up

and going to school every day is disheartening as a parent and it really doesn't have to be that



way. Many times I wonder if my children are memorizing skills as opposed to learning them.

Once they take yet another test once it is done, I don't always seem them retaining the

knowledge.  We need to allow teachers to teach and not just focus on testing requirements.

The quality of education at Center school has declined over the past four year since my older

child was in 5th grade. I feel that my older child was better prepared for middle school than my

current 5th grader. I also feel that my older child had a better experience in elementary school...

less pressure, more fun and ultimately more learning. I feel a lot of this can be attributed to both

the MCAS and now Common Core focus. Just let the teachers teach. Wish there were more

options for lunch for vegetarian but has improved and Tom is very responsive  I was under the

impression that plus groups would be great enrichment opportunities and times when specialists

could work with students on special projects. For example, could do a session where

students write a mini musical to perform or could work do a advanced programing

class for kids ready to move beyond Scratch, or the art teacher could help kids do a special art

project to show their knowledge for science or SS. My kids did enjoy the math-based plus

groups. My child gets daily behavior scores. Please note that EVERY time he has received a

score that was not a top score, he had to miss his recess to participate in band. Interesting,

huh? Rcess is so important to help kids reset and the concentrate. Please consider

encouraging to add a second recess other than the lunch recess.

Number of daily responses




